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1. Introduction
Cryptocurrency market is very dynamic and full of surprises, so it's hard to keep track of
what happens to every coin in circulation. Professional traders Cryptocurrency pours the
time to interpret graphics, read forums, feeds in twitter and more.

But, the question is how about for beginners who want to plunge into the world of
cryptocurrency? the instability of the crypto market, the sheer amount of news that
spreads the uncertainties, fears, and false promises of the coin developers often cost the
beginners even before plunging into the market.

There is always a first step for everyone, especially beginners who want to seek profit from
cryptokurensi. In the new world of cryptocurrency, beginners are a tantalizing target for
fraudsters in the world of cryptocurency. Then, due to the inexperience of the beginners,
they need to bribe their deep pockets for being tempted by the offers of fraudsters in the
world of cryptocurency. There is a need for a container / place that focuses on minimizing,
even eliminating, beginner mistakes in their first step in the world of cryptocurrency.

To guide and direct the beginners, cooperation with senior members who have experience
in cryptocurency world is necessary. Can not be denied, senior members need a wage to
guide the beginners. Without wages, senior members will prefer other ways to earn profits
(eg Signature Campaign, Airdrop, etc) rather than guide and teach beginners. The win-win
concept between beginners and senior members is our primary focus, so that beginners
and senior members make a profit from what they do.

2. Problem
In 2017, a very extreme boom in the crypto market, new crypto traders enter and increase
trade volume, all altcoin and bitcoin cryptocurrencies also increase. This increase makes
bitcoin more fluctuating even though its value increases, but still this increases the level
of trader stress.
On the other hand, some altcoins have also been circulating over hundreds of millions of
dollars, and this is still the beginning.
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From the graph above, shows that slowly Altcoin also began to play an active role in
circulation. Even for experienced traders it is still difficult to predict and account for market
turbulence, especially for newcomers. New traders do not recognize market trends, and
do not have the experience to make good decisions. For people who are just starting to
exchange cryptocripto, the problem of "what to buy" becomes more important.
For newcomers who follow bounty-bounty to get coin in addition to trading also still have
many risks. The number of scam projects, scam websites that bring the money away
investment from beginner players, and much more.

3. Solution
Crypher provides a solution to the problem. We formed a large and powerful community
where everyone not only gathered and discussed but also gave continuous profit to their
members. Not only trading to get profit, coin can also be obtained through bounty-bounty
in the community, even members just need to actively mmberikan information, then we
will give rewards. This reward is to connect the gap between professionals and beginners
because Often active or professional users do not like to share information with new
members because for them, sharing information is a waste of time and better focusing on
bounty projects in front of their eyes. but in the crypher there will be rewards to the most
active users and provide quality tread to other users, this will make crypher members will
be happy to share information, because their information is appreciated by the crypher
community, this mutual respect that will make this community great. At the crypher forum
we want to bring together experienced professionals with people who are new to the world
of digital currency.

Unlike other forums that only provide bounty information by just passing email, Crypher
provides easy information to its users by directly using mobile apps, Crypher members can
easily access information simply using their mobile phone.

4. Why Crypher?
Crypher is a forum that focuses on the delivery of information and discussion on various
ways to get digital currency. As we know, the current popularity of digital currency has
increased significantly along with rising bitcoin value. The rising popularity of digital
currencies is followed by the rise of people interested in investing and seeking digital
currency. we would like to invite them to create a community of crypto hunters to share
information and exchange opinions so that every member can make a profit.

CrypherCoin (CRYPHER) is a token ethereum that uses the ERC20 standard, this token was
deliberately created to support the crypher forum to continue to grow and reach more
users. CRYPHER Tokens will be shared with hundreds of members active in forums every
month. To keep CRYPHER prices high, we will provide special offers for people who want
to advertise on our forums that pay using CRYPHER tokens, so as to increase volume on
the market every month.

5. Feature
1. Newbie Corner
Is a feature where beginners can get help through Live Chat Support. Beginners do not
have to wait long to get answers from the senior members. In addition, Senior Members
who get recognition from beginner (Asker) will get points that can be converted into
CRYPHER coins.

2. NEWBIE can ASK on NEWBIE's Native language
Is a feature incorporated with the Newbie Corner feature, where newbie can ask directly
through Live Chat Support based on their Original Language. So, senior members of every
language can register themselves to admin / moderator CRYPHER to become Newbie
Supporter. For each answer recognized by Newbie (Questioner), Newbie Supporter may
obtain POINTS that can later be exchanged to Token CRYPHER.

